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School, Event, and Corporate Security Enigma
The protection of individuals is far more than planning & rehearsals
Communications with every secure player on the same page is vital for a successful
‘active shooter or a violent event.’ From inside the facility to all Law Enforcement,
Fire/EMS, Emergency Management and Hospitals must be all informed and aware of
the ‘real-time’ facts and situations.
Every life is valuable, our children, they are the precious responsibility which we entrust to
others when out of our view.
The same goes for all life, just leaving the house, going to the store, work, visiting the hospital,
attending an appointment in an office block or a sports or entertainment event. Safety is a
major factor in this unstable world of mistrust of those that we depend on to protect us all.
Since 2012, there have been 1,907 mass shootings in the United States, according to the Gun
Violence Archive, which defines mass shootings as those in which four or more people were
killed or injured, not including the shooter. In 2018 alone, at least 360 people have been killed
and 1,276 wounded in 321 mass shootings.
Each time a mass shooting hits the
headlines, all Americans undergo the
same repetitive water cooler conversation
and tap their concerns with fingers and
thumbs on all the unsocial media
platforms. People rush to one side of the
philosophical gamut, and the
conversations misplaces its foundation in
what actually happened and how it could
have been prevented. The instant urge to
appeal to ambiguous coast-to-coast
chants about gun reform precedes the
conversation about policies and deterrence.
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Statistics do not tell the full story. Every report, news article, television report or conversation
are looking at the numbers. Simply put, numbers change nothing, the societal issue of killing
people continues and there lies the heart of the issue, people. People who live among you, with
you and known to you. There is so much more to be known that is available to respond to this
diabolical senseless issue that is consuming all.
We know that the ‘See Something, Say Something’ works
only when reported, please, those that have used in the past,
we thank you. Those that understand the strength of the
public’s assistance, we thank you too and please continue.
Your dire help is required, and law enforcement and parents
are truly thankful.
During the month of December 2018, a new report, a lengthy
report, some 400 plus pages has been released on the
Parkland School Shooting. These words are just that, words;
they do not bring back those that lost their lives or stop the
heartache of the parents and friends who were affected that day
and continue to suffer. It is actions, proactive actions that save lives and many are attempting
to make change in the downright disgusting anomaly of demanded individual security.
School or educational buildings are used as the base for
all ‘active shooter training,’ yes, all places where
the public have unfettered access is the model used.
This is a reactionary training and likened to a fire drill.
We know the attitude on fire drills; no one cares, it is
just an excuse to leave the building and converse with
people you don’t see on a regular basis. This is a far
more serious drill that must be treated very differently,
with much better communications than individuals with
radios. It starts with the School Resource Officer,
Administration and surrounding Law
Enforcement.
Fire you can see, smell and feel, not so with active shooters who enter through an entrance and
blend in until they open fire and start to kill. A completely different situation that demands far
better communications both from inside security and the outside law enforcement and
emergency management.
Proactive moves on restricted entry with an I.D. or permission must be enacted to be the first
proactive line of defense. One hospital locally in Des Moines, Iowa has eighty-two entrances to
their building that require no identification or checkpoint. That is the insanity of the access we
allow these people with retaliatory issues and mental complications, who someone close to them
knows about, but has said nothing.
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Centralized security centers must be located in a portion of the complex which is locked and
secured. These are your ears and eyes via the essentially installed security camera systems.
Rotational staffing must be enacted as looking at a screen for lengthy periods is a failure waiting
to happen. One never knows when and where an event or attack is going to happen as we
stand today. Visual tiredness is a concern and must be addressed as it has been in the U.K.
Leadership within any organization is twofold, administration and those employed directly as
security management/staff. In the education/school systems there are ‘School Resource
Officers’ who are sworn/warranted members of law enforcement. Many security staff are also
either working, or former law enforcement who work part-time. They have the knowledge and
‘hard /soft skill sets’ of years of experience to handle these situations.
Within schools, colleges and universities the resource officer is your ‘boots on the ground’
knowing the issues, personalities, concerns, and trouble-makers. That is just on the inside and
needs the expansion of more knowledge of these individuals and recorded events which happen
outside in the community.
Entering any build today is too easy, and the ‘trust factor’ of those that enter is lax. In 2019 we
still use the Metal Detector which all must pass through. It does not tell who each individual is
and many would like facial or object recognition, which as we speak is a privacy issue within the
courts and expensive.
There is a necessary ‘working’ secure alternative!’ Usable in all facilities with issued I.D.
and driving licenses.
Schools are like any city center, students live elsewhere with their outside activities and come
together for a set number of hours per education day. School Resource Officers can have so
much more information at their fingertips if only there was a means to have crossborder/agency real-time information at hand on all students and faculty.

THEY CAN & THEY SHOULD!
It is necessary to understand all, meaning every single student, visitor and faculty member that
enter those buildings. Not just what actions and concerns are within those walls, but what other
incidents or concerns they bring from outside to within the facility on a daily basis.
Old School Collated information that is constantly now
being digitally updated in real-time is the simple original
basis.
It is called LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing
Solution). It's in today’s society that we have to document
and record all that happens, there is far too much to
memorize, it must be digitally documented, and that is
where LENSS is the answer for real-time accessible across
border/agency with documented accessible information/data.
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Each individual or incident is a ‘subject packet,’ a collated electronic file which is securely
available to all law enforcement, agencies and across borders, no matter where they are located.
The ‘subject packet’ is key, as, at the time of the interaction, so much information is being
stated by the person who has been stopped or being interviewed. This, in short, a note form
when documented, is searchable and can be a ‘keyword’ search or query by any officer
researching any other incident. It may not be relevant today, but down the road will make a
connected sense of the situation.
A simple way to describe is how a police officer stops a vehicle, he or she immediately queries
DMV (Dept. of Motor Vehicles) which returns basic information of make, model, and ownership.
Not a lot of information to really basis much on.
Under LENSS, it brings the same information, plus any other notated information by other
officers who have ‘stopped or touched’ that vehicle before. This now gives a full background
and pattern of the vehicle and its historical connections.
The occupants driving license is now queried via NCIC (The National Crime Information Center),
which is limited in nature. Not with LENSS, it brings all information noted by previous officers
who have interacted with the individuals and others who were at the time with or associated to
this driver, location, reasons and importantly comments or statements made, including
outcomes. This is a far different cry from the very basic information that does not alert the
officer.

LENSS is officer safety on steroids.
More importantly, all those officers that have had previous contact are now updated
via SMS Text/Email on this stop or interaction in real-time on their Smartphones!
Including the School Resource Officer!
Access to facilities, the open-door policy is not working, we do not know who is who, this is a
major anxiety today. Having no idea of the intentions of people who enter our facilities, should
be of concern regarding liability and ‘Duty of Care’ responsibility. We are all too trusting in this
litigious society and are witnessing daily incidents in public and private locations, educational
facilities/campuses, large corporate office complexes, courthouses, shopping malls, sports/event
centers, casinos, and the healthcare industry.
The heart of the matter is real-time information which is a proactive measure which is absolutely
necessary in today’s violent trends. It works for all and has been in operation for the last three
and half years.
Be proactive and take that necessary step to understand more, we would like to converse with
you on a subject that demands attention, now.
For more information call: USA: (318) 995-1821 - UK: 0207 1019247
Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com

LENSS is the Change…
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